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SOUTH PARK

Water channels created to store
water and decrease flooding

1

Super levee dikes used
to hold off flooding from public

2

Floating greenhouses using phytoremediation
to clean water and grow produce.

Different tidal marshes created integrating
a floodable park, water also cleaned and
flooding reduced.

DUWAMISH RIVER
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GEORGETOWN
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Algae beds extract metals from water

Elevated airstrip risen for space, modified to be above flooding
levels on ground.

Treatment Plant

Contaminated water pumped through
treatment plant under phytoremediation
algae greenhouses.
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Luminescent Roof

Northern lights form the roof shape of
the greenhouses. Both are luminescent
and have a dimming curve.

Greenhouse Roof

Roof of greenhouse displays algae
Luminescent color. Four stages of
Cleaning, where roofs dims as water is
cleaned.

Phytoremediation Algae

Algae beds take up metals and clean water.
As water is cleaned algae becomes less luminescent.

Pedestrian Tunnel

Raised airway allows people to enter in
greenhouses to educate people on current
pollution problems and solutions.
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Float-able phytoremediation greenhouses are surrounded by boardwalk, allow
people to walk through and see the process within.

Water vapor introduced
through spiral glass
then released into
plants, watering them
and treating water at
the same time.
Braiding of original Duwamish
river inspired boardwalk and
floating greenhouse shape.

N

Precedents looked at include room for the river, floatable greenhouses, super levee, and
floodable parks. Each precedence look at ways to reduce flooding, clean the river,
promote human activity.

In washington’s puget sound, Seattle’s industrial port is Located on an engineered
floodplain. The two neighborhoods, Georgetown and South Park hug the Duwamish
river, while being nestled into industrial zones.

Both South Park and Georgetown have a daily high tide coming from the ocean and
daily low tide running down into the ocean. To control flooding canal and floodable
streets are used to move water from the river toward the treatment plant.

8 What are the major components underlying this concept? How are these components
interrelated? Axon diagrams?
Ɣ Retreat, accommodate, protect

7 What was the overarching concept that unifies all the form divers? How does this concept
transform weaknesses into strengths and threats into opportunities to solve the problem?
Ɣ The natural Duwamish floodplain drives the width of the levee. To create room for the
river+adapt to sea level rise, 3 modes of action are employed:
Ɣ Retreat, accommodate, protect

Ɣ

6 What contextual and/or site-specific factors served as form drivers for your design? Which
ones are strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats?

5 (Plan Map) What are the past and future site conditions and contexts that help inform your
design?
Ɣ Before the channelization and engineered floodplain in 1914, The Duwamish River was
14 miles of meandering rivers that contained forest, riparian and tidal ecosystems .
Ɣ Industrial pollutant loading and sea level rise contribute to groundwater table rise and
brackish intrusion increases the release of contaminants.

Ɣ

4 (Plan Map) How is your site situated within its context?

Ɣ

3 What is the state of the art for your proposed approach in terms of key lessons learned from
precedents? How is your proposed approach different or similar to these precedents?

2 What has been done or proposed to address the problem? What remains to be done or why is
the current approach problematic? How is your approach better and different?
Ɣ EPA: Dredge sediment from the river. Dredged Sediment is exported to
facility in E. WA/OR
Ɣ Community Sourced Plan: Create long term sediment/water cleaning system,
create room for the river, restore floodplain ecologically. Localized treatment.

1 (Diagram/Map) What is the problem you are trying to address?
Ɣ Toxic sediment from decades of industrial use pollutes the Duwamish River in Seattle.
Ɣ Toxics pose a threat to water soil and air quality. The brackish tidewaters leach more
contaminants from the soils everyday.
Ɣ As sea levels rise, the neighborhoods will likely be inundated by daily tides in 30 years

Interphase: replace contaminated soil with phytoremediation treated soil and stabilize
waterfronts with vegetation. Revenue is generated from biofuel, biomass, and energy.
30 year: a proposed multi functional levee parallel to the river includes energy
generating tide pools, estuarine ecosystems, amphibious residences, incorporated
industry and a bridge providing access between the neighboring districts.
The historical district of georgetown and suburban South Park street grids represent two
neighborhood typologies. The form s of which are combined to create a diamond shape
from driver that is then brought into the shapes of the tide pools and pedestrian bridge.

Ɣ

Ɣ

Salmon safe: river channel with low benches for navigation and purified water for ease of
migration.
Ɣ (Reece)Wildlife accommodation: Using biological processes, this project works to
create restored ecosystems and room for the river by collecting and treating
contaminated sediment with phytoremediation, and filtering water with oysters. By
creating a series of ecotones, habitat will be restored while accommodating pedestrian
access and recreation.

12 What are the various habitat attributes embedded within your design?

11 What are the experiences and activities afforded by your design?
Ɣ Preserve resources for future generation
Ɣ Fishing and wildlife observation
Ɣ Linear park activities; bike, walk, kayak launch, commute, camping
Ɣ Art: sculptures, landforms, infrastructure, music, performances

10 (Perspective) How do you reveal and interpret the solution you propose as aesthetic
experiences and educational opportunities?
Ɣ Design pattern of braided river inspired to bring an aesthetically pleasing visual of history
river shape. Using floatable greenhouse and rotating phytoremediation to clean water
and sediment.

9 How do the design concept and form drivers jive with programmatic elements and functional
needs for solving the problem and making your design appeal to humans and wildlife?
Ɣ (Alfredo)Human accommodation: clean water and air using treatment plant, microbial
fuel cells, and microalgae in floating greenhouses. Human experience the entire
cleansing of the water and air

Ɣ

Ɣ

10 year: Elevate critical infrastructure. Clean water/soil: floodable park for pre-treatment,
canal/floodable street convey water to treatment plants for treatment of water and soil
through phytoremediation methods.

Ɣ

